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ABSTRACT
Computer-based testing is an effective green computing strategy used to reduce paper consumption. Previous
studies have been conducted to evaluate the comparability of Computer-based testing (CBT) and paper-pencil testing
(PPT). Some studies revealed significant differences between the two testing modes on test score, testing time and
testing motivation, while others have reported opposite or inconsistent results. However, most of the studies have
been conducted through basic experimental or quasi-experimental designs without identifying testing effects on test
takers. In experimental designs, testing effects influence the cause-effect relationship between the treatment (testing
modes) and experimental variables. Therefore, the findings might be misinterpreted. This study employed a Solomon
four-group experimental design to (1) identify the reliability of the two testing modes, (2) identify and compare the
testing effects between the two testing modes, and (3) examine the effects of the two testing modes on test score,
testing time and testing motivation. Results indicate that as a whole, testing effects significantly influenced testing
time and testing motivation for the PPT mode. The CBT mode was more reliable in terms of internal and external
validities and it reduced testing time and increased testing motivation of the participants.
Keywords: Computer-based testing, paper-pencil testing, experimental design, testing effects, test score,
testing Time, testing Motivation
1.0

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based testing or computer-based assessment is a green computing (green IT) strategy used to reduce
paper consumption. Imagine how many tons of paper would be saved within a year if schools, universities and
educational institutions were to replace paper-pencil testing (PPT) with computer-based testing (CBT). Reducing
paper consumption will indirectly reduce greenhouse gases and energy consumption. Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency reported that 40 reams of paper are equal to 1.5 acres of pine forest absorbing carbon for a year and each
ream of paper is equal to roughly 12 pounds of carbon dioxide not removed from the atmosphere [1]. Through the
paper making process, paper industry represents around 10% of all global greenhouse emissions. Energy
consumption by the paper industry is projected at 25.8 billion kWh of electricity and 54.3 billion BTU’s of fossil fuels in
2010 [2].
Researches have been conducted to evaluate the comparability of CBT and PPT. Some studies revealed that there
was a significant difference between the two testing modes on test scores [3], [4], while other studies reported
opposite or inconsistent results [5], [6]. The inconsistency of the results led some scholars to suggest for them to
conduct systematic studies to carefully check equivalency and comparability, as well as reliability [7], [8] and validity
[5], [9] of CBT and PPT before opting for computer-based testing. Besides that, some studies have been focusing on
the association between the two assessment modes and test taker variables in some areas of human behaviours,
such as testing motivation [3], [10]. For instance, a research revealed that students enjoyed the CBT more than the
PPT and were more motivated to perform another CBT than another PPT [11], testing motivation was reported to be
negatively associated with testing time [12], and test takers positively preferred CBT for variables such as focusing
attention, enjoyment and self- efficacy [13], [6].
However, a careful examination of the research methods used in these studies found that most of the studies have
been conducted using basic experimental or quasi-experimental designs without identifying testing effects on test
takers. Therefore, the findings might be misinterpreted. For example, In Al-Amri’s study, a participant answered the
same test four times, two times for the pretest and two times for the posttest, “each subject in the control group and
treatment group took the same test once on paper and once on computer” [5] (p29). In another example, Bodmann &
Robinson used a two groups (treatment and control) repeated measures (pretest and posttest) design to identify the
effect of CBT on testing time, without reporting the testing effects [12]. The limitation of these design is testing effects
might occur when a participant is tested at least twice on a same test, and the knowledge and experience of taking a
pretest influenced the outcomes of taking a posttest [14], [15].
Therefore, there is a possibility that the change in the posttest score is due to testing effect and not the treatment
effect (testing modes), and it is a bias for a researcher to confidently conclude that there is a treatment effect
although the result is significant. This is because testing effect jeopardizes internal validity (whether an experimental
treatment really makes a difference or not on the experimental variables) and external validity (a pretest might
increase or decrease a subject’s sensitivity or responsiveness to the experimental variables) of the experimental
results [14]. Therefore, experimental designs need cross-validation at various times and conditions before the results
can be theoretically interpreted with confident. To overcome the problem of misinterpreting experimental results
caused by testing effects, Campbel & Stanley strongly recommended the Solomon four-group experimental design.
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This design helps researchers to detect the occurrence of testing effects in an experimental study [15].
2.0

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Taking into consideration all of the issues discussed above, the study is conducted to (1) identify the reliability of the
CBT and PPT, (2) identify and compare the testing effect between CBT and PPT, and (3) to examine the effects of
CBT and PPT on test scores, testing time and testing motivation.
3.0

METHOD

3.1

Research Design

To attain the objective of this study, this study employs the Solomon four-group experimental design [16]. The
advantage of this design compared to the basic two groups pretest and posttest design is that it is capable of
identifying the occurrence of testing effect besides the treatment effects on experimental variables. In the Solomon
four-group experimental design, there are two basic experimental research designs. They are: (1) Two groups of
participants who are given treatment and two groups of participants who are not given treatment, (2) Two groups of
participants who are given the pre-test and two groups of participants who are not given the pre-test.
For each treatment condition, there will be a group which is given the pre-test and another group which is not. It is
one of the best methods to identify testing effects in experimental designs [14] (p9). It should be pointed out that the
intention of the design is not to reduce the testing effect but to help researchers determine if the effect occurs, that is
to detect whether the change in experimental variable is merely caused by the change in the treatment, or is caused
by the testing effect. Fig. 1 shows the Solomon four-group experimental design for this study.

Fig. 1: The Solomon four-group design
The values of M5-M3 and M6 – M4 are the testing effects for the control and treatment groups. If there are no
differences between the values of M5 and M3 as well as M6 and M4, there are no testing effects. Therefore, the (M6M2) – (M5-M1) value will give an estimation of the treatment effect. However, any difference between M5 and M3 or
M6 and M4 is caused by the pre-test effect in M1 and M2. In this case, the researcher cannot simply conclude that
the treatment has an effect on the experimental variables (such as test score, testing time and testing motivation) if
there is a significant treatment effect, it is because there is a possibility that the changes in the variables are caused
by testing effects.
To analyse the data for the design, two steps are needed: (1) A t-test is performed to identify the testing effects (M5 –
M3) or (M6 – M4), (2) A split-plot ANOVA analysis is carried out to identify the treatment effect. A treatment effect is
detected if a significant interaction effect occurs. The split-plot ANOVA is one of the most powerful quantitative
research methods for testing causal hypotheses [14], [24].
3.2

Instruments of the Study

Two instruments used in the study to collect data are the Yanpiaw Brain Styles test (YBRAINS) [17] and the Testing
Motivation Questionnaire. The reason for employing the two psychological tests in this study, instead of using
achievement tests (e.g. mathematics tests) is to minimize historical and maturity effects. This is because
psychological traits such as thinking style are more consistent over time and have less historical and maturity effects
compared to achievement skill such as mathematics score [18]. Historical effect is events (e.g. reading books,
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watching TV programme, or exposed to other sources) which occur uncontrollably and influence the responses of the
research participants, while maturity refers to any change which exists or surfaces in a participant during the course
of the experiment [18] (p80). In short, researcher needs to ensure that the treatment is the only factor that
systematically influences the experimental variables [19].
3.2.1

Computer-Based Test and Paper-Pencil Test – The YBRAINS Test

The YBRAINS test is available in two modes: CBT and PPT. The test was adapted to a computer-based testing
mode in 2009 [17]. Both the CBT and PPT deliver the same content. In this study, the two treatment groups
answered the CBT while the two control groups answered the PPT.
The YBRAINS test (25 items) was used to collect data concerning brain styles (left brain, right brain of whole brain
style) and openness styles (open thinking style, mixed thinking style or closed thinking style). Each item of the test
provides participants with multiple choices – each choice representing a specialized function of the left brain, or a
parallel function of the right brain. The participant was asked to indicate which of the specific brain functions best
described his/her own typical behaviour. The responses were then calculated to obtain a brain style score (divide the
total point scored by the number of responses made by the participant). The brain style score was then categorized
into three thinking and learning styles based on a 9-point index which was then divided into three sections: left brain
style: 1.0 – 4.5 points; whole brain style: 4.6 - 5.4 points; and right brain style: 5.5 – 9.0 points. For the openness
levels, the scoring is similar to provide a three sections’ openness styles: open thinking style: 1.0 – 4.5 points; mixed
thinking style: 4.6 - 5.4 points; and closed thinking style: 5.5 –9.0 points (Fig. 2). The whole brain and mixed thinking
styles are set at a narrow range of 4.6 - 5.4 point (a 10% of the 9-point scale) because for a person to be balanced in
brain style, the maximum range of difference between the scores of the two hemispheres is estimated as 10% [17].
The three brain styles and thinking styles were then arranged in a two-dimensional matrix, to create a typology
diagram (Fig. 2). The typology diagram presents a new model: the Brain Style Model. The YBRAINS test was
developed in a computer-based system by using a visual basics programme. When a participant responds to the test
items, his brain styles (left, right or whole brain style, and open, mixed or closed thinking style) will be presented
instantly by the computer programme. Fig. 3 indicates an example item of the YBARINS test in CBT mode and its test
scores in a graphical form. (The computer-based YBRAINS test has won two gold medals in green technology
st
innovation expos, including the 21 International Invention, Innovation & Technology Exhibition, 2010)

Fig. 2: Typology diagram of the brain style model generated from the YBRAINS test

Fig. 3: An example test item and the results of the test in graphical form
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Through the CBT test, the test scores (open leadership style, closed leadership style, creative thinking style and
critical thinking style) and testing time were recorded in a Microsoft Access Database immediately after a participant
had completed the test. As for the PPT mode, testing time was recorded manually immediately after a participant had
answered the test. The test score for each participant was calculated manually by the researcher after the testing.
3.2.2

The Testing Motivation Questionnaire

Motivation is a universal human behaviour and is identical across disciplines. Most researchers agreed that
motivation is a ‘‘multifaceted set of goals and beliefs that guide behavior’’ [20] (p.199). Wigfield and Guthrie set forth
eleven dimensions of motivation [21] and Wigfield, Guthrie, and McGough developed a 54-item motivation
questionnaire to examine eleven motivation dimensions of a group of students [22]. These eleven dimensions
include: challenge, efficacy, curiosity, involvement, enjoyment, work avoidance, social, grades, competition,
compliance, and importance. Although questions have been raised about the factor structure of the motivation
dimensions [23], some studies examining it have supported these eleven dimensions [21], [24].
Parault and Williams reported that intrinsic motivation was associated with comprehension, and comprehension
increased intrinsic motivation of a person [25], therefore, in this study, comprehension was also included as one of
the testing motivation dimensions, given a total of twelve dimensions. Given the fact that these twelve dimensions
are grounded in previous theoretical works in the field of motivation, this study examined all the twelve dimensions of
testing motivation. Of these, six of the dimensions, i.e. challenge, efficacy, curiosity, involvement, enjoyment and
comprehension were categorized under intrinsic motivation, while the other six dimensions, which are social, grades,
work avoidance, competition, compliance, and importance, were included as extrinsic motivation [25]. The contents of
the Testing Motivation Questionnaire (TMQ) and number of items for each testing dimension under intrinsic and
extrinsic testing motivation are listed below.
Intrinsic motivation
Challenge: Based on the idea that a test taker can get satisfaction from mastering complex ideas presented in testing
(5 items).
Efficacy: A person’s belief in his capacity to organize and execute actions. Testing efficacy is the belief one has in his
ability to be successful at testing (4 items).
Curiosity: The desire to learn about the contents of the test of personal interest (6 items).
Involvement: The willingness to participate in the test when one answers test items (6 items).
Comprehension: The act or grasping the meaning, nature, or understanding of the test contents indicates the
motivation level (4 items).
Joyfulness: The feeling and expressing deep happiness and enthusiasm for taking a test (5 items).
Extrinsic motivation
Competition: The desire to outperform others in the test (6 items).
Compliance: Testing due to an external goal or requirement (5 items).
Importance: One’s sense that testing is of central importance to him (7 items).
Social: Sharing the knowledge of testing is frequently a social activity and it influences a person’s desire to
understand the test (6 items).
Work avoidance: Related to participants’ dislike for aspects of the testing task and avoidance of the task (4 items).
Grades: Testing to receive a positive evaluation (3 items).
3.3 Participants of the Study
The participants in this study were 120 Malaysian student teachers from a teacher training institute which is located at
the center zone of peninsular Malaysia. Among the participants, there were 41 males (34.17%) and 79 females
(65.83%) with an average age of 19.1 years old. The participants were randomly selected from a student teachers’
population (N=548) based on the sample size determination table of Krejcie & Morgan’ [18] (p.211) at a 95% (p<.05)
confidence level. They were enrolled in a teacher education programme. Participants have the same educational
history and background. They have the same level of computer application skill and received formal computer
instruction in their academic curriculum. To attain the requirements of the Solomon four groups experimental design,
the participants were randomly assigned into four groups through a systematic random sampling procedure, each
with a sample size of 30.
3.4 Procedures
The four participant groups were randomly assigned into two control and two treatment groups. At the beginning of
the semester, the control group 2 answered a PPT mode of the YBRAINS test and the treatment group 2 answered
the CBT mode of the test (see Fig. 1). Immediately after the tests, the two groups answered the TMQ (pretest). At the
end of the semester (the posttest was administrated 14 weeks after the pretest to minimize memory effects), the four
groups answered the posttest of the YBRAINS test. The two control groups answered the PPT mode while the two
treatment groups answered the CBT mode. Then the four groups answered the TMQ (Posttest).
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Hawthorn effect appears in an experimental study when the participants noticed that they are observed and try to
provide abnormal or untruthful answers. It could appear when they noticed that unequal treatments are given to them
(some participants are given treatment and some are not) [18] (p103]. Therefore, to reduce the Hawthorn effect, the
four groups answered the tests and questionnaires in four separate rooms (Two treatment groups in two computer
labs while two control groups in to classrooms).
4.0

RESULTS

4.1

Reliability of the Tests

The YBRAINS test and the TMQ are built on different measurement scales. Therefore, test-retest reliability was used
to identify the reliability of the YBRAINS test while internal consistency reliability was employed to identify the
reliability of the TMQ. Table 1 indicates the test-retest reliability coefficients for the CBT and PPT modes of the
YBARINS. The significant Pearson product moment coefficients (CBT: .74 to .81; PPT: .65 to .76) show that both
brain style and thinking style subscales’ scores of the CBT and PPT are reliable.
Table 1: Test-retest reliability (Pearson product moment coefficients) of CBT and PPT
Test Score
Brain style
Left brain style
Right brain style
Thinking style
Creative style
Critical style

Computer-Based Testing
.77**
.81**
.75**
.76**
.74*
.79**

Paper-Pencil Testing
.67*
.65*
.69*
.74*
.73*
.76*

Note: *p< .05, **p< .01
To examine internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) of each subscale of the TMQ, the responses of the treatment
and control groups were examined. Table 2 indicates that for the treatment group, the coefficients were between .72
and 92, while for the control group, the alpha values were between .75 and .86. Based on the results, the twelve
testing motivation dimensions were reliable for the treatment and control groups.
Table 2: Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient) of the testing motivation dimensions
Testing Motivation
Intrinsic Motivation
Challenge
Efficacy
Curiosity
Involvement
Comprehension
Joyfulness

4.2

Treatment
Group
.84
.82
.76
.92
.81
.82
.80

Control
Group
.82
.78
.82
.78
.73
.86
.82

Testing Motivation
Extrinsic Motivation
Competition
Compliance
Importance
Social
Work avoidance
Grade

Treatment
Group
.81
.77

Control
Group
.75
.75

.75
.83
.69
.81
.72

.81
.79
.68
.75
.75

Testing Effect

Testing effect for the PPT mode (control group) occurs if there is a significant difference between M5 and M3, while
testing effect for the CBT mode (treatment group) occurs if there is a significant difference between M6 and M4. The
data in Table 3 indicates that there was a testing effect on testing time [t(58)=2.21, p< .05] for the PPT mode.
However, no testing effect was found for the CBT mode [t(58)=-.42, p> .05]. For test scores (Table 3), no testing
effect was found for all of the brain style and thinking style subscales (p >.05). It indicates that for both the PPT and
CBT modes, testing effect did not exist in test scores. It means that in this study, answering the pre test has no effect
on the scores of the post test on all of the YBRAINS subscales.
As for the testing motivation, testing effects occurred in five of the twelve dimensions for the PPT mode. The
dimensions were challenge [t(58)= -3.75, p=.00], curious [t(58)= -2.93, p=.01], involvement [t(58) =-3.05, p=.00],
competition [t(58) =-2.07, p=.04], and work avoidance [t(58)= -2.49, p=.02]. As a whole, there was a testing effect in
testing motivation for the PPT mode. However, no testing effect was found for intrinsic and extrinsic testing motivation
and all of the testing motivation dimensions for the CBT mode, except for work avoidance. The results indicate that
the CBT was free from testing effect except for the work avoidance dimension.
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4.3

Treatment Effect

Treatment effect occurs if there is a significant interaction effect in the comparison between the treatment group 2
and the control group 2 (between-subject comparison) on their pretest and posttest scores (within-subject
comparison). A treatment effect is detected if a significant interaction effect occurs. The interaction effect could be
identified by a Split-Plot ANOVA analysis.
The results of Split-Plot ANOVA analysis (Multivariate Pillai’s Trace) in Table 4 indicate that interaction effects
occurred in testing time [F(1, 58) = 4.67, p<.05]. The mean scores indicate that CBT has effectively reduced the
testing time of taking the posttest (CBT testing time mean score: pretest =14.37, posttest=13.30). On the other hand,
no interaction effects were found in the brain style and thinking style subscales’ scores.
Table 3: Analysis of testing effects for PPT and CBT modes on testing time, test scores and testing motivation
Variable
Testing time
Test score
Brain style
Left brain style
Right brain style
Thinking style
Creative style
Critical style
Testing motivation
Intrinsic Motivation
Challenge
Efficacy
Curiosity
Involvement
Comprehension
Joyfulness
Extrinsic Motivation
Competition
Compliance
Importance
Social reasons
Work avoidance
Grade

Testing Effect for PPT
Mean difference
T Test
(M5-M3)
1.17
t(58)=-2.21, p=.03*
.05
.00
.63
-.03
-.33
.53
-10.80
-7.80
-2.57
.37
-1.77
-1.83
.67
.14
-3.00
-.87
-.37
.20
-.43
1.47
.40

t(58)=.31, p=..75
t(58)=.00, p=1.00
t(58)=-.59, p=.56
t(58)=-.08, p=.94
t(58)=.53, p=..60
t(58)=-.56, p=..58
t(58)=-3.56, p=.00**
t(58)=-3.90, p=.00**
t(58)=-3.75, p=.00**
t(58)= .79, p=.43
t(58)=-2.93, p=.01*
t(58) =-3.05, p=.00**
t(58)=1.09, p=.27
t(58)=1.50, p=.60
t(58)=-1.79, p=.08
t(58) -2.07=, p=.04*
t(58)=-.89, p=.38
t(58)=.28, p=.778
t(58)= -.51, p=.610
t(58)=2.49, p=.02*
t(58)=1.53, p=.13

Testing Effect for CBT
Mean difference
T Test
(M6-M4)
-.17
t(58)=-.42, p=.68
.01
.10
.33
-.12
-.47
.17
1.80
.50
.30
.10
-.14
.20
.40
.37
1.30
.33
.24
.20
.27
1.93
.33

t(58)=-.05, p=.96
t(58)=-.19, p=.17
t(58)=-.56, p=.57
t(58)=-.54, p=.59
t(58)=.46, p=..65
t(58)=-.14, p=..89
t(58)=-1.84, p=.28
t(58)=-22, p=.83
t(58)=-.46, p=.64
t(58)=-.19, p=.84
t(58)=.22, p=.82
t(58)=-.25, p=.79
t(58)=-.45, p=.65
t(58)=1.28, p=.20
t(58)=-1.61, p=.11
t(58)= -.47, p=.63
t(58)=-.52, p=.60
t(58)=-.23, p=.81
t(58)=-.30, p=.76
t(58)=-2.07, p=.04*
t(58)=-1.01, p=.06

Note: *p< .05, **p< .01; A significant t-test result indicates a testing effect of CBT or PPT on a subscale
Table 4: Split-plot ANOVA analysis for the effect of CBT on testing time, test scores and testing motivation
Variable
Testing time
Test score
Brain style
Left brain style
Right brain style
Thinking style
Creative style
Critical style
Testing motivation
Intrinsic motivation
Challenge
Efficacy
Curiosity
Involvement
Joyfulness
Comprehension
Extrinsic motivation
Competition
Compliance
Importance
Social
Work avoidance
Grade

Note: *p< .05, **p< .01

Control
Pre
Post
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
13.40 (1.65)
13.23 (1.41)
5.27 (1.30)
11.03 (2.19)
10.77 (3.77
4.76 (.75)
11.00 (3.16)
10.23 (3.84)
133.67 (19.18)
59.23 (12.34)
9.50 (3.03)
7.26 (1.70)
11.00 (2.76)
11.40 (3.28)
11.53 (1.53)
7.03 (2.20)
74.73 (8.37)
16.60 (2.58)
17.33 (1.14)
12.20 (3.78)
10.60 (3.41)
7.20 (2.44)
8.30 (1.48)

5.25 (1.14)
10.93 (1.76)
11.40 (4.47)
4.63 (.92)
11.33 (2.89)
9.70 (3.49)
132.03 (14.24)
57.07 (9.14)
8.83 (2.84)
7.66 (2.05)
11.66 (3.02)
12.00 (2.22)
10.93 (1.60)
7.46 (2.28)
74.97 (7.28)
17.03 (2.24)
17.60 (1.52)
13.87 (2.70)
11.80 (2.94)
7.06 (2.27)
8.32 (1.59)

Treatment
Pre
Post
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
14.37 (2.19)
13.30 (1.49)
4.94 (.65)
9.57 (3.88)
10.70 (2.12)
4.89 (1.28)
10.07 (3.16)
9.97 (4.33)
145.10 (15.50)
65.23 (9.97)
11.17 (2.52)
8.20 (1.73)
11.54 (2.49)
13.40 (3.41)
12.00 (1.46)
8.08 (3.04)
79.87 (7.50)
16.67 (2.48)
17.80 (1.09)
14.70 (3.42)
13.00 (2.76)
8.80 (3.04)
8.34 (1.82)

4.99 (.57)
9.57 (3.27)
11.03 (2.46)
4.86 (1.44)
10.53 (4.60)
9.80 (4.62)
173.43 (12.53)
86.97 (8.25)
14.10 (2.55)
12.96 (1.65)
19.67 (2.41)
17.80 (2.94)
12.37 (.56)
10.07 (3.16)
86.47 (7.61)
16.17 (2.79)
17.73 (1.59)
15.03 (3.36)
18.20 (3.33)
10.53 (3.60)
8.48 (1.07)

Pillai’s Trace Test
Interaction effect
(F-ratio value at df=1,58)
4.67*
.68
.06
.38
.06
09
.10
61.76**
82.87**
24.38**
90.10**
84.59**
17.92**
4.17*
5.40*
10.63**
.4.00
.53
1.92
37.12**
4.41*
.23
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The Multivariate Test’s results in Table 4 indicate that as a whole, interaction effect occurred in testing motivation
[F(1, 58) = 61.76, p< .01]. Besides that, the CBT effectively increased intrinsic motivation [F(1, 58) = 82.87, p< .01]
and extrinsic motivation [F(1, 58) = 10.63, p< .01] of the test takers. The data also indicates that interaction effects
occurred in eight of the twelve testing motivation dimensions. The dimensions were challenge, curiosity, efficacy,
involvement, joyfulness, comprehension, social and work avoidance. The data in Table 4 clearly shows that for all the
eight testing motivation dimensions, the posttest scores outperformed the pretest scores. It indicates that the CBT
testing mode has significantly increased testing motivation of the participants, except the four extrinsic testing
motivation dimensions, i.e. competition, compliance, importance and grade.
5.0

DISCUSSION

Results of the analyses indicate that both CBT and PPT of the YBRAINS are reliable for experimental research and
no testing effects were found for test scores of the two testing modes. In other words, the YBRAINS score is stable
and consistent over time. It shows that a participant who sits for the CBT and PPT would most probably yield a similar
posttest score. However, testing effects occurred in testing time and testing motivation for the PPT mode. The finding
is consistent with previous research results that the PPT mode has internal and external validity problems [14], [15].
For the PPT mode, taking a pretest significantly increased the testing time for the posttest (mean difference =1.17
minutes, see Table 3), while on the other hand, it significantly reduced the intrinsic motivation (mean difference value
=-7.80) of the participants for taking the posttest. Besides that, the results show that the testing effect of the PPT
mode reduced testing motivation in terms of challenge, curiosity, involvement and competition (negative mean
difference values). In contrast, the testing effect increased work avoidance of the test taker (a positive mean
difference value). This finding supports evidence of a previous study, that the dimensions of motivation were closely
related, and there was a great deal of overlap between them, and that participants were not motivated by just one
dimension but a combination of them [26].
Compared to the PPT mode, the findings showed that the CBT mode was more stable and consistent in terms of
internal and external validity because no testing effects were found in intrinsic and extrinsic testing motivation, except
for the work avoidance dimension. Work avoidance was defined as participants’ dislike for aspects of the testing task
and avoidance of the task [24]. The finding suggests that in establishing the CBT, the test items must be clearly
stated and avoidance of complexity, that is, complex items should be excluded in the test, as this would help reduce
work avoidance in test takers.
Another advantage of the CBT mode generated from the results is treatment effect occurred in testing time. CBT has
effectively reduced the testing time. This finding supports the study of Bocij and Creasley. They reported that
students performed faster in CBTs because they did not have to spend time writing down their responses [27].
Besides that, as a whole, there was a treatment effects on testing motivation. The results showed that the CBT has
effectively increased intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of the test takers in challenge, curiosity, self-efficacy,
involvement, joyfulness, comprehension and social dimensions. However, answering the test in a shorter time with
higher testing motivation level did not help a test taker to achieve a higher score; no treatment effects were found in
the brain style and thinking style subscales’ scores. This is because for psychological tests, a test score reflects a test
taker’s behavior, and the scores are theoretically expected to be similar without the influence of testing modes.
In summary, the CBT mode is more reliable in terms of internal and external validity and no testing effect on test
score was found in CBT mode. The CBT mode reduced testing time and increased testing motivation of the
participants. An advantage of the CBT is increasing testing motivation would increase response rates [27].
The finding of this study is important because one of the four strategic objectives stated in the Malaysia’
government’s green ICT initiative towards sustainable environment (under the ICT Strategic Transformation 20102020 master plan) is to reduce paper consumption [28], p2. Hence, emphasis on the use of CBT in research and
survey should be addressed to attain the government’s green ICT initiative.
6.0

LIMITATIONS

The generalisability of the present study is limited by several factors; the study used a sample of undergraduate
student teachers who are computer-literate. Secondly, the findings are limited by the psychological tests used in this
study. The study would probably yield different results if the study used achievement tests. Thirdly, the sample size
for each group is small. A larger sample size would have been more reliable. However, despite the small sub-sample
sizes, the fact is that the study is the first of its kind examining testing effects with a Solomon four group design and
reporting the testing effects in an experimental design. It is hoped that future researches will contribute by examining
the testing effects and the association between CBT and other test takers variables.
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